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Abstract

We present the electronic structure calculation of two closely p-type d-doped quantum wells within the lines of the

Thomas–Fermi–Dirac (TFD) theory. The distance between the impurity planes as well as the impurity density of the d-doped wells is

varied. The exchange effects are also considered in the present study. We have paid special attention to the split-off band and its influence

on the subband hole levels. We also calculate the mobility ratio of double d-doped (DDD) quantum wells in Si with respect to a single d-
doped (SDD) one, finding the optimum distance between the wells for maximum mobility. Our results are in a good agreement with

respect to the experimental data available.

r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Ultrathin semiconducting layers with exceptional quality
can be obtained with the use of modern crystal growth
techniques, and impurity seeding is achieved up to the
atomic layer scale (d-doping). Studies of p-type B d-doped
Si quantum wells have been reported [1–5]. Due to the
technological importance of this material and the parti-
cular properties of the d-doped systems, they appear to be
of interest to the electronic device industry and for basic
investigation as well.

The knowledge of energy-level structure is important
from theoretical aspects as well as for potential device
applications. In particular, the B d-doped Si QW has been
recently investigated from the theoretical and experimental
points of view [1–10]. It is clear that in the case of p-type
systems the simultaneous consideration of the heavy and
light hole bands is unavoidable because the electric charge
is distributed among them. Some works [5,6] have shown
that, even at T ¼ 0K, the contribution of the split-off (so)
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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band turns out to be important when the value of the
impurity density p2D is greater or equal to 2� 1013 cm�2.
The reason for this effect is the relative population of the
different bands: for values of p2D above 5� 1013 cm�2, the
relative occupation number of the so0 level is greater than
the corresponding lh0 level, and ranks second after the hh0
population. We have considered the system as isotropic
and the bands as independent. The nonparabolicity effect
slightly modifies the self-consistent solution, in a similar
system [11]. So it is not considered.
On the other hand, an important parameter in all

semiconductor systems is the mobility and an improvement
in this quality is always desirable. In d-doped systems, it is
possible to achieve this improvement via the coupling of
other d-doped layer [12]. Some works report an improve-
ment of 2–3 times with respect to the SDD [12,13].
Although another group [14] has not found such an
increase in the mobility, they have found an increase in the
conductivity of 20–30% at 77–300K, for which the DDD
system is more appropriate for technological applications.
From the theoretical point of view there are few works on
these kinds of systems (in GaAs and ZnSe semiconductors)
[15–18].
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In the present work we study the electronic and transport
properties of the two-dimensional hole gas in double Si d-
doped quantum wells of the type mentioned above. We
have studied in detail the influence of the split-off band
onto the electronic structure. As we will show, a
quantitative description of the hole levels, leading to an
excellent agreement with experimental results for optical
and transport measurements, can be obtained via the local
density Thomas–Fermi–Dirac (TFD) approximation for
the inhomogeneous hole gas with three independent and
parabolic bands ðhhþ lhþ soÞ in the quantum wells. For
the mobility calculations, we have used a formula
previously proposed and applied in GaAs and ZnSe
systems [16,18]. This formula has given reliable results
with respect to the experimental data available [14,16].

The present paper is arranged as follows: in the next
section we present the TFD formalism and the formula for
the mobility, followed by results, and concluding with some
remarks.

2. Method and model

The TFD energy functional ðETFDÞ must be constructed.
Here and henceforth we assume it to be in the low-
temperature limit. Therefore the kinetic energy can be
written as [19]

t ¼
3½3p2_3pðrÞ�2=3

10mhhma

, (1)

with ma ¼ ½1þ ðmlh=mhhÞ
3=2
þ ðmso=mhhÞ

3=2
�2=3, where mhh,

mlh and mso are the heavy, light and split-off hole masses,
respectively. The kinetic energy functional is

T ¼

Z
pðrÞtdr ¼

3

10mhhma

Z
pðzÞ½3p2_3pðzÞ�2=3 dz. (2)

The energy functional of the hole–hole interaction
is [18]

Vhh ¼ �
e2p
�r

ZZ
pðzÞpðz0Þjz� z0jdzdz0. (3)

The interaction between the hole gas and the two impurity
planes is described by

Vhn ¼

Z
pðrÞVN ðrÞdr

¼
2e2p
�r

p1
2D

Z
pðzÞjzþ l=2jdz

�

þp2
2D

Z
pðzÞjz� l=2jdz

�
, ð4Þ

where pðrÞ, �r, l, p1
2D and p2

2D are the hole density, the
relative dielectric constant (hidrogenic model), the inter-
layer distance between the wells, the impurity spikes in
wells 1 and 2, respectively. The exchange energy for a hole
gas with valence band coupling is [20,21]

exðrÞ ¼ �BðwÞ
3a�0
2p
ð3p2pðrÞÞ1=3R�y, (5)
where

BðwÞ ¼ 2�1=3 þ ð1� w2Þ½w2ðawþ bÞ

þ cð4w3 þ 3w2 þ 2wþ 1Þ�, ð6Þ

with w ¼ mlh=mhh, a ¼ 0:679, b ¼ �0:0686 and
c ¼ �0:0811. The exchange functional is

Ex ¼

Z
pðrÞexðpðrÞÞdr, (7)

substituting Eq. (5) in Eq. (7)

Ex ¼ �BðwÞ
3a�0
2p

R�y

Z
pðzÞð3p2pðzÞÞ1=3 dz. (8)

Adding the above mentioned terms, ETFD is

ETFD ¼
3

10mhhma

Z
pðzÞ½3p2_3pðzÞ�2=3 dz

�
e2p
�r

ZZ
pðzÞpðz0Þjz� z0jdz dz0

þ
2e2p
�r

p1
2D

Z
pðzÞjzþ l=2jdz

�

þp2
2D

Z
pðzÞjz� l=2jdz

�

�
3a�0BðwÞR

�
y

2p

Z
pðzÞð3p2pðzÞÞ1=3 dz. ð9Þ

It is well known that if we apply the variational principle
dðETFD � mNÞ ¼ 0 and calculate it by standard procedure
we find the Lagrange multiplier m, identifying it as the
chemical potential. If we consider the effective units R�y ¼

e2=ð2�ra�0Þ and a�0 ¼ �r_
2=ðe2mhhÞ, defining pauðzÞ ¼ ða

�
0Þ

3pðzÞ

it is possible to write the chemical potential as [18]

m ¼
3p2pauðzÞ

m
3=2
a

" #2=3
R�y þ VH ðzÞ

�
2BðwÞ
p
ð3p2pauðzÞÞ

1=3R�y. ð10Þ

Solving the quadratic equation for puaðzÞ in Eq. (10) and
the remaining with the physically meaningful solution

pauðzÞ ¼
m3

aB
3ðwÞ

3p5
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

p2ðm� � V�H ðzÞÞ

B2ðwÞma

s" #3
, (11)

where V�H ¼ VH=R�y and m� ¼ m=R�y. Replacing puaðzÞ in
the Poisson equation, and if the impurity concentration is
the same in both wells ðp1

2D ¼ p2
2D ¼ p2DÞ, the system is

symmetric with respect to the central point, so, the Hartree
potential is an even function and we can work with only
one side ðzp0Þ.

d2V�H ðzÞ

dz2
¼ �

8m
3=2
a

3p
ðm� � V�H ðzÞÞ

3=2

þ 8pp2Ddðzþ l=2Þ, ð12Þ

the specific and physically meaningful solution of this type
of equation is of the form 1=f 4

ðzÞ, where f ðzÞ is a linear
function of z. In the case of double d-doped QWs the
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Fig. 1. Hole energy levels versus the distance between the impurity planes

l, for an impurity density p2D ¼ 20� 1012 cm�2, omitting the split-off

band.
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solution is [18]

V�H ðzÞ � m� ¼ �
a2

ðajzþ l=2j þ z0Þ
4
, (13)

substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (12), we find a,

a ¼
2m

3=2
a

15p
, (14)

and the neutrality charge requirement gives

z0 ¼
a3

pp2D

� �1=5

. (15)

Substituting Eq. (13) in Eq. (11), the charge density
is

pauðzÞ ¼
m3

aB
3ðwÞ

3p5
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

p2

B2ðwÞma

a2

ðajzþ l=2j þ z0Þ
4

s" #3
.

(16)

The exchange potential takes the form [18]

V�xðzÞ ¼ �
2B2ðwÞma

p2
1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

p2

B2ðwÞma

a2

ðajzþ l=2j þ z0Þ
4

s" #
.

(17)

At low temperatures, the Fermi level is located at only a
very few meV above the band’s edge [18]. Therefore it is a
good approximation to take it as coinciding with the
potential well vertex. Finally, the total potential,
V�ðzÞ ¼ V�H ðzÞ þ V�xðzÞ, is

V�ðzÞ ¼ �
a2

ðajzþ l=2j þ z0Þ
4
�

2B2ðwÞma

p2

� 1�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ

p2

B2ðwÞma

a2

ðajzþ l=2j þ z0Þ
4

s" #
. ð18Þ

The last equation summarizes the model for the total
potential of p-type DDD Si QWs. Such an equation is
substituted into three uncoupled Schrödinger like equa-
tions in order to obtain the heavy, light and split-off hole
ladders. This way we can avoid a troublesome and long
self-consistent calculation.

The TFD method also allows us to study the trans-
port properties of the system. We only consider the
ionized acceptor scattering mechanism because it is
the most important one at low temperatures. The
Coulomb scattering potential due to ionized impurities is
considered as distributed randomly in the doped layer.
We have taken the ratio of the mobility of DDD to SDD
QWs [16].

In Ref. [1] the influence of the temperature onto the
electronic structure has been calculated. The results have
shown a slightly modification of the level structure when
the temperature is less than 6meV (77K). In such a case
the electronic structure can be taken as that corresponding
to 0K and the thermal effect can be considered as a charge
redistribution. Then, the mobility expression can be written
as [16,18]

mdrel ¼

P
j m�j

P
i

R
jFd

eðz
0Þj2In½1þ eðk

d
F�Ed

i
Þ=kBT �jz0jdz0P

j m�j
P

i

R
jF 2d

e ðz
0Þj2In½1þ eðk

2d
F �E2d

i
Þ=kBT �ðjz0 � l=2j þ jz0 þ l=2jÞdz0

,

(19)

where Fd
eðz
0Þ, kd

F and Ed
i (F2d

e ðz
0Þ, k2d

F and E2d
i ) are the

envelope function, the Fermi level and the ith level,
respectively, of the SDD (of DDD).
3. Results and discussion

The different ladders of levels are calculated by putting
in the wave equation the corresponding values of m�: m�hh,
m�lh and m�so. The following input parameters were used:
m�hh ¼ 0:52m0, m�lh ¼ 0:16m0, m�so ¼ 0:23m0, m0 being the
free electron mass and �r ¼ 11:7. It is important to mention
that we have chosen an electronic point of view; this means
that the hole subband levels and the potential profile will be
depicted as in the case of electrons, and in such a case all
energies will be negative. We also mention that our system
is ideal, so the doping thickness is zero. The aforemen-
tioned comments are consistent with the derivation of the
potential that represents the band bending as it was
detailed in the previous section.
Figs. 1 and 2 depict the hole energy-level structure versus

the interlayer distance between wells, omitting and take
into account the split-off band in the calculation. We have
found the splitting in the hole energy-level structure, due to
the interaction between d wells. The splitting starts at
different distances for the different levels. The splitting of
the heavy and light hole ground levels takes place at small
distances because the overlapping between the wave
functions of the d wells is greater when the wells are closer.
For the excited levels the splitting distance is larger, since
the penetration into the barrier is greater, the higher the
level is. Comparing Figs. 1 and 2, we can see (from the
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Fig. 2. Hole energy levels versus the distance between the impurity planes
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Fig. 3. Hole energy levels versus the distance between the impurity planes

l, for an impurity density p2D ¼ 60� 1012 cm�2, taking into account the

split-off band.
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Fig. 4. Potential profile (dashed line) and the square of the wave functions

for the heavy (solid lines) and light holes (dashed-dot lines) for: (a) l ¼

30 Å and (b) l ¼ 300 Å for p2D ¼ 20� 1012 cm�2, omitting the split-off

band.
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energetic scale) that omitting the split-off band, the heavy
and light hole levels are more confined. However, the
degeneration distance (this is when the level splitting is
practically null) remains unchanged for these levels. But
the presence of the split-off levels is a very important
feature. The splitting of these levels takes place, even, at a
distance lesser than the basic light hole one.

On the other hand, an increase in the impurity density
brings with itself an extra confinement, due to the potential
depth increases. Besides, eventually more levels will be
trapped and the degeneration distance will be lesser, Fig. 3.
In Figs. 4–6 we present the potential profile and the square
of hole wave functions for two different distances (close
and far) between wells. The impurity densities in Figs. 4, 5
and 6 are the same as that in Figs. 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
When the d-doped wells are close to each other the splitting
of levels is evident, due to strong interaction between the
wells, Figs. 4a, 5a and 6a, while for large distances
the energy levels are practically degenerate, Figs. 4b, 5b
and 6b.
In Tables 1 and 2, we present the potential depth and the

transitions of the different levels to the heavy ground one,
with and without the split-off band for l ¼ 0 Å. We have
found a reduction in the potential depth in the three band
calculations, therefore a reduction in the energy transitions,
see Tables 1 and 2. We have found a difference of 2meV
for DEhl00 with and without the split-off band for an
impurity density of 20� 1012 cm�2. Increasing the density
up to 90� 1012 cm�2 a difference of 5.2meV is found for
the same transition. For transitions with higher levels
(DEhh01, DEhh02, etc.) the difference is more pronounced.
Karunasiri [4] has performed measurements of the

intersubband absorption coefficient for a quantum well
of B in a Si matrix at room temperature as a function of the
photon energy. The sample considered in that study
consisted of 10 periods of 3.5 nm thick heavily doped Si
layers separated by 30 nm thick undoped Si barriers. The
absorption peak corresponding to an impurity concentra-
tion of 9� 1013 cm�2 is located at � 270meV and has a
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Fig. 5. Potential profile (dashed line) and the square of the wave functions

for the heavy (solid lines), light (dashed-dot lines) and split-off holes (dot

lines) for: (a) l ¼ 60 Å and (b) l ¼ 280 Å for p2D ¼ 20� 1012 cm�2, taking

into account the split-off band.
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Fig. 6. Potential profile (dashed line) and the square of the wave functions

for the heavy (solid lines), light (dashed-dot lines) and split-off holes (dot

lines) for: (a) l ¼ 50 Å and (b) l ¼ 220 Å for p2D ¼ 60� 1012 cm�2, taking

into account the split-off band.

Table 1

Potential depth and the transitions of the levels to the heavy ground one

ðl ¼ 0Þ: DEhl00 ¼ jEhh0 � Elh0j, DEhh01 ¼ jEhh0 � Ehh1j, DEhh02 ¼

jEhh0 � Ehh2j, DEhl01 ¼ jEhh0 � Elh1j, etc., for different impurity densities

p2D ð10
12 cm�2Þ, omitting the split-off band

p2D DEhl00 DEhh01 DEhh02 DEhl01 DEhh03 V0

20 27.2 73.6 89.3 92.4 191.2

30 37.1 99.2 122.0 125.8 132.2 258.1

40 45.0 122.2 152.3 158.7 163.8 319.7

50 53.0 144.5 181.0 188.9 195.7 377.8

60 60.5 165.3 208.4 217.8 226.3 433.2

70 67.7 185.3 234.8 245.6 256.0 486.5

80 74.7 204.5 260.4 272.6 284.8 538.2

90 81.4 223.1 285.2 298.9 312.9 588.3
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width of � 200meV. According to our calculations ðl ¼ 0Þ,
the transition energy hh0–hh3 equal to 274.3meV seems to
be the fundamental transition contributing to the assertion
peak. It is important to mention that this result for the
fundamental transition reflects the importance of the
exchange effects, since ignoring the many-body contribu-
tion a value of 294.3meV ðl ¼ 0Þ is obtained for the same
transition in a self-consistent calculation [6]. As it was
mentioned, the absorption peak reported in Ref. [4] is a
broad one, and that feature could be explained by
considering that, besides the fundamental transition
discussed above, there also exist other transitions like
hh0 � lh2 ¼ 268:2meV ðl ¼ 0Þ, which could contribute to
the absorption peak, although their population factors are
not large enough and, therefore, their relative importance
should be small.

Zhu et al. [2] made B-d-doped Si with a Schottky barrier.
They showed shifts of the conductance peaks in the spectra
with a peak doping concentration of p3D ¼ 2� 1020 cm�3,
and doped thickness of 1.2 nm. The activation energy is
110� 20meV. The difference between the basic level and
the top of the valence band in our calculations ðl ¼ 0Þ is
94.8meV with p2D ¼ 2:4� 1013 cm�2, while omitting the
exchange effects a difference of 86meV ðl ¼ 0Þ is obtained
[6]. Wang et al. [3] also obtained experimental intersub-
band absorption spectra in B-d-doped Si multiple quantum
wells. They measured 10 periods of B-doped layers with a
width of about 5 nm. They report a transition energy of
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off band.

Table 2

Potential depth and the transitions of the levels to the heavy ground one

ðl ¼ 0Þ: DEhl00 ¼ jEhh0 � Elh0j, DEhs00 ¼ jEhh0 � Eso0j, DEhh01 ¼

jEhh0 � Ehh1j, DEhl01 ¼ jEhh0 � Elh1j, etc., for different impurity densities

p2D ð10
12 cm�2Þ, taking into account the split-off band

p2D DEhl00 DEhs00 DEhh01 DEhh02 DEhl01 V0

20 25.2 60.4 67.6 79.2 176.1

30 33.3 67.4 91.3 108.8 112.1 237.5

40 41.8 72.9 112.9 136.2 140.9 294.1

50 49.4 78.0 133.7 162.3 168.1 347.4

60 56.4 82.8 152.3 187.2 194.3 398.2

70 58.4 87.4 171.9 211.4 219.4 447.2

80 69.8 91.9 190.0 234.7 244.2 494.5

90 76.2 96.2 207.5 258.3 268.0 540.5
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125meV for a doping density p2D ¼ 3:5� 1013 cm�2. This
is comparable to the transition energy of 128.9meV
obtained in our calculation ðl ¼ 0Þ for the transition
between the ground level and the top of the valence band.
As we can see from the above mentioned results, the
inclusion of the exchange effects improves our estimations
for the fundamental transitions, compared to the results
obtained ignoring such effects [6].

Finally, we present the mobility calculations versus the
interlayer distance between wells in Figs. 7, 8 and 9 for 20,
60 and 80� 1012 cm�2, respectively. We have taken into
account the split-off band in the mobility results. As we can
see from these figures, the two limiting cases of null and
large distance for the mobility are well fulfilled, i.e., the
mobility must tend to one, since the hole subband structure
for these two cases corresponds to the SDD. Fig. 7 presents
a peak at around 120 Å; this peak is directly related to the
degeneration distance of the basic level of heavy holes,
since when the degeneration takes place a redistribution of
the charge density takes place as well. This redistribution of
charge favors the higher levels, specially the levels with
nodes in the impurity planes. The solid line corresponds to
the calculation at 0K, while the dashed-dot to 77K
(6meV). The mobility at 0K presents an important
increase in the degeneration distance of the heavy hole
basic level ð120 ÅÞ; however, this lift does not represent a
clear peak. Increasing the temperature up to 77K a peak
appears at the same distance, due to the intervention of
energy levels above the Fermi level in the mobility
calculations. These levels have a probability to be occupied
at temperature different from zero, thereby they must be
taken into account in the mobility calculations. In this case,
we have the first excited heavy hole states above the Fermi
level with nodes in the impurity planes. The peak in the
mobility is for this reason.
Increasing the impurity density the degeneration distance

changes because the potential depth increases as well.
Therefore, the peak in the mobility changes to 70 and 60 Å
for impurity concentrations of 60 and 80� 1012 cm�2,
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Figs. 8 and 9. From 8 and 9, we can see an opposite
behavior with respect to Fig. 7, since for T ¼ 0K a peak is
found for the mobility, while for T ¼ 77K this peak is not
present. This is explained as follows: the levels that enter in
the calculations at T ¼ 0K are the basic levels for the three
ladders (hh, lh and so) and the first excited heavy hole level;
this is the level that favors the mobility, consequently the
peak present in Figs. 8 and 9. For T ¼ 77K, we have levels
above the Fermi level with charge localization near the
impurity planes, therefore the net effect is the non-
appearance of a peak. It is important to stress that the
mobility peaks found for these impurity densities are not
present in the mobility calculations omitting the split-off
band (see Fig. 10 for p2D ¼ 60� 1012 cm�2). Comparing
the occupation of the energy levels without and with split-
off band for 60� 1012 cm�2 at the degeneration distance,
Figs. 8 and 10, a reduction of the occupation of 13.3%,
1.7% and 6.7% is found for the basic level of heavy and
light holes, and the first level of heavy holes, when the split-
off band is considered. The sum of these reductions
coincides with the occupation of the split-off ground level.
These reductions and mainly the reduction in the heavy
hole ground level favors the mobility, since this level has a
major contribution to the dispersion rate.
4. Conclusions

In summary, it is possible to state that TFD calculations
for the hole energy levels and relative mobility in p-type
double d-doped quantum wells in Si are plausible and well
accurate, and provide a rather simple way of obtaining
valuable information of the subband structure and relative
mobility in these systems. The split-off band study shows
that this band is necessary in the hole-level and mobility
calculations.
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